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Does social class still matter? lt is fashionable today to

emphasise the individual and the importance of choice in

people's lives. But social class conttnues to play a major role in

shaping people's education and their perceptions of others

o date, much research and writing
on the question of social class has

focused on the experiences of those

from so-called r,r,orking-class backgrounds.

Such an emphasis is justified in order to

inform policy and practice through a greater

understandlng of why white rvorking-

class boys and young men (in particular)

continue to perform so poorly education-

all1, and why young people from more dis-

advantaged backgrounds are more likely to

become very young parents, for instance.

But a focus on more affluent or socially

'privileged' backgrounds is also needed

here if we want to understand why class

continues to inform educational choices,

friendships and future aspirations. We need

to know how those in the middle classes

may play a (not necessarily intentional)

role in sustaining inequality and 'looking

down' on those rvith fewer financial means

or different cultural resources.

What do we knolv about how social class is

understood by those in the middle classes?

A review of the llterature points to four key

findings.
Social class is best understood as

reiational - that is, people make sense

of who thev are by placing themselves in

relation to one or more 'others', usually

those from working-class backgrounds

(Skeggs 200a).

Working-class'others' are usualll'
stigmatised - think of the commonly used

Much of the research into school students

is based on state schools. This interesting

account is of research into groups of

sixth-form girls who are being educated

within the private sector. Among other

things, the authors are interested in

exploring how the middle classes might

have a role in sustaining inequality. With

this in mind, you should look back at John

Coldron's article in SoctoLocv Rtvrrw Vol, 21,

No. 1. Note carefully the four ways in

which it is suggested that the middle class

understands'social class'. The research

reveals some important differences

within the middle-class groups studied,

highlighting the problems of talking

about the middle class (or the working

class). You should also take careful note

of the three key issues concerning ideas

about social class among the privately-

educated - you may come across further

research that examines these. While of

obvious importance to students taking

the 'Education' topic, this material is also

useful for the topics of'stratification' and

'Culture and ldentity'.



but derogatory label thav' (McCulloch et al.

2oo6).

There is not just one middle class, but
a number of middle classes, also known
as middle-c1ass fractions (Ba1i et al. 2004).

Members of different 'fractlons' may have

dilierent values in relation to consumption,
the education they want for their children

and so forth.
Even when people do not use the terms

'working', 'middle' or even 'upper' class,

they do find other ways of making clear

the distlnctions between people occupying

different social and economic positions

(Payne and Grew 2005).

In a recently completed piece of research

on education and social class, we examined
young middle-ciass women's experiences of
sexual and intimate relationships (Maxwell

and Aggleton 2010). Our study involved

focus group discussions and in-depth
interviews with 54 young women in the

sixth form at a fee-paying, co-educational

boarding school in England.

Although the focus was not on exploring

how middle-class and privately educated

young peopie understand and discuss

social class, r,r'e [ound some interesting

data emerged from responses to our
opening question in group discussions and

interviews when participants were asked

to reflect on how they liked their school.

Many of the responses and subsequent

discussion from this question ied to

direct or ir.rdirect references being made

to socioeconomic status and social class

differences.

We are now at the beginning of a second,

larger study, examining the 'lifeworlds'

of young women who are being privately

educated in four different schools in one

geographical area of England. Here there is a

more direct focus on social class - through
questions about how their schools are

different to others, what friendship groups

exist within the school and how girls have

found their time at the school.

The boarding school in our first study

is one of the four schools taking part in
this current research. Below we reflect or.r

perceptions of social class among young

women in both studies from the same

school. The young women concerned have

chosen their own pseudonyms.

While the young women in our studies

used terms such as chavs or working-class
people, they mainly talked about differences

between state and private education. Our
respondents usually argued that a private

education was better than a state education.

This was because the teachers were felt to be

more knowledgeable and subject specialists,

or at least more of the sort of wanting to

teach you.

But it was also because of the opportuni-
ties offered by their school - the expanse

ofthe schooi grounds, the sport, music and

drama. Many also talked about how being a

'boarder' (someone who lives on the school

premises during term times) would better
prepare them for their adult 1ives. They

thought they learned to become independ-
ent and how to live with others earlier than
their day-school peers.



Despite these findings, what appeared most
striking to us was the focus within the
young women's narratives on differences
between their school and other fee-paying
schools, and betrveen those girls within
their school.

When we asked why they had chosen
to come to this particular school, the
young women mainly responded that they
and their parents had chosen the school
because it did not solely focus on academic

&

attainment (although this was currently
changing the1, gapl^ir.d) and because the
school sought to support all individuais to
find and further their specific talents.

A number of participants, like this young
woman during a group dlscussion, also
noted that:

My mum loves this school because all
the parents are real parents and they
actually have jobs; at my old school -
no one's mum worked, they al1 lived
off the dads...nothing's bad at not
working, but not a single woman had

a job; everyone would ro11 up with
their drivers. And like here, people
have like Fords, like normal cars and
it is so much less showy-offy. Like,
there are so many people at this
school who are on full bursary, who
don't pay and have something else to
offer.

When discussing some other well-known
schools they had considered attending or
that other girls had gone on to, respondents
would often, rather disapprovingly, talk
about how some of the young women
presented themselves - dleing their hair,
wearing short skirts and too much make-up,
and drinking.

Although the young women appeared
to see their school as different to some of
the others in the network of relatively elite
(boarding) schools, many of the young
women's narratives also suggested that
differences existed between girls in their
school which influenced how individuais
fitted in. Distinctions were drawn based on
the types of schools they had previously
attended, how much money their families
had, how their families had acquired their
wealth, and how family values might be

different.
Those girls who had previously been

state-educated or had grown up abroad
talked about finding it hard ro setle because

they were not part of the network of pupils
nho had all attended the same primary or
prep school, and therefore did not know
anyone else when they started. Those young
people who had previously been at certaln
(wel1-known) prep schools r,vere considered
to be quite posh.

Within the school, popularity and wealth
appeared also to be closely associated.
Although some young women disagreed
that there was a 'popular' group, others
(usually those who did not feel part of it)
like Plum claimed: 'Popularity at this school
is just basically if you're fit [good looking] or
if you're rich.'

Despite this, members of so-called
popular groups were often criticised, as

the following exchange in a focus group
discussion suggests:

There are people who believe
themselves to be the elite; and they
don't condescend to talk to certain
people because they think they are

L:rl;'..-ir-:..t: "ti-' r... ..



above them; we don't really care - we

don't ]ike them...

And they don't like each other much
either...

It's reputation; they are not concerned

with grades or excelling in co-curricu
lar activities because it is not cool...
and I just think that is quite sad...

But most of those - really annoyingly

- are actua111, really clever.

In the last comment made in this
exchange the tone seems to move from one

of judgement to that of envy. Although par-

ticipants suggested their school contained
relatively few students from very wealthy or
famous families, some of the young women
who were less well off and on scholarships

explained that they tried to hide the fact,

and that thq/ struSSled to keep up socialll,
in terms of being able to join others for a

night out or buying the latest fashion.
Even those young women who

acknowledged that their parents were

relatively well off trled to differentiate
themselves from the'non-deserving rich' in
terms of how their family had come to earn

their money:

Sure, we've got a nice house and we

get to go on nice holidays but that's

because my dad's worked hard and

my mum's worked hard, whereas

these people [at the school] it just

comes [easy], they don't think well
they've worked for it kind of thing.
(Regina)

Degrees of wealth were also associated

with how hard someone might need to work
in order to get the qualifications needed

to become financially independent in the

future.

l,ike, some people's parents at this
school are ver1, rich and like erm...
especially a number of my friends
like they don't work hard, 'cos they
don't need to work hard because their
parents don't push them because you

kno',v they have that comfort of all
their money falling back on them.
But my parents like really, reaily
want me to work hard, for myself.

(Chardonnay)

Aspirations in relation to their future
(employment) appeared to be informed,
therefore, in part by financial means.

However, some young women also talked
about how the values espoused by their
families encouraged them to hold quite

traditional aspirations for their future -
such as becoming stay-at-home mothers.

I come from really quite a traditional
family rvhere my mum cooks er,ery

meal and my dad goes out to work.
So...if I'm older and I've had children
and then my husband's earning a

comfortabie salary, I think I'd feel

that's norma]. Definitely. (Geraldine)

While a few young privately educated

women talked about the aristocracy or
landed gentry, only one respondent, Anne,

identified herself as coming from such a

background and she suggested she was very
different to the rest of her school peers.

She explained how her values differed - in
terms of how she dressed, her manners (she

explained, for exampie, that she had been

taught never to eat while walking down the
street) and her rather traditional ideas about
gender, race and sexua1it1,.

Our research so far has begun to illuminate
three key issues concerning perceptions

of social class in this type of private

educational setting. lt is important to

examine these further.
. First, even rvithin the very small ivorld of
private education, a number of important
class fractions are evident. How are these

differences encouraged by different
independent schools and by the families
r,vho choose one school over another?

Second, while young people in fee-paying

schoois do talk about working-class 'others',

they spend rather more time positioning
themselves and making sense of who they
are by distinguishing themselves from
thelr peers at their own and other private

schools. Perhaps the main reason they
position themselves in relation to others

like themselves is because most appear

to inhabit a 'bubbie of privilege', with
limited experience of people who are not
plivately educated. It is interesting to think
further about the implication this has

for how privately educated young people

understand society more broadly and their
place within it.

Third, these young women appear to
draw distinctions between themselves
and their peers based on: having some

experience of state education; attending

more elite private schools; coming from
the countryside or the city; having greater

financial wealth; whether or not a young
person is expected to become financially
independent later on; and those u'ho rvant

and expect to have careers or those who
wish to take on more traditional female
roles in the future. We would algue that
these distinctions offer insights into how
to develop further awareness of differences

within the middle classes (whether state or
privately educated).

Overall, these flndings suggest to us

that social class continues to be deeply
embedded rvithin our society, yet many
of the young women in our research saw

themselves as leiatlvely'ordinary' and even

marglnalised (when compared to their'
wealthier or more popular peers).
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